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ABSTRACT. The towing of unprotected icebergs from the Anta rcti c continent (66° S .) to latitude 38° S. 
has been simulated using an explicit h ydrodyna mic model a nd a n extended two-dimensional melting model. 
I t was found that nominal towing accelerations in excess of 2 X 10- 5 m s- ' were required to deliver ice over 
this route in most circumstances, and minimum energy consumptions were obtained at accelerations around 
10- 4 m s- '. Unprotected icebergs could be d elivered with abou t 50% yield to la ti tude 38° S., but the ra te 
of d eterioration in the warm wa ters indicates that protection would be required for longer journeys. The 
towing simulat ion was most sensitive to north- south current components, the total towing dista nce, a nd the 
rate of iceberg deteriora tion. Efforts directed towards locating suitable icebergs in the region of 50° S. to 
60° S. , and towards increasing knowledge of the cha nging current patterns in the Southern O cean would be 
most valuable, as would a knowledge of the m echa nisms and rates o f d eterioration of icebergs in warm seas. 

R EsuME. M odele nwntfrique du remorquage d 'icebergs pOllr l'alimentation ell eau - 11/18 etude de cas. On a simule 
le remorquage d ' icebergs non proteges depuis le continent Antarctique (66° S. ) a la latitude 38° S. en 
utilisant un modele hydrodyna mique explicite en un modele d e fusio n bidimensionnel. On a trouve que les 
accelerations depassant 2 X 10- 5 m s- ' pour a cheminer la glace sur tout I' itineraire, d a ns la plupart des cas 
et les consommations minimum en energie ont ete obtenues a utour d e 10- 4 m 8- ' . Des icebergs non proteges 
pouvant etre achemines avec un rendement d 'environ 50% jusqu 'a la latitude de 38° S. , ma is la vitesse d e 
destruction dans Ies eaux cha udes est telle qu'une protection sera it necessaire pour des voyages plus lointa ins. 
La simulation du remorquage est surtout sensible aux composa ntes Nord Sud des cO Ul'ants marins, a la 
dista nce d e remorquage et a la vitesse de desagregation de l' iceberg. II serait utile de fa ire porter les efforts 
sur la localisa tion d ' icebergs convenables da ns la region des 50° a 60° S. et vers une meilleure conna issance 
des va riations des courants marins dans l' Ocean Antarctique, comme il serait bon d e mieux connaitre le 
mecanism e et la vitesse d e d esagrega tion des icebergs dans les m ers cha udes. 

Z USAMM EN FASSUNC. Numerische Modelle filr das Schleppen von Eisbergen z ur Wasserversorgung - eille Fallstudie. 
Das Schleppen ungeschutzter Eisberge vom anta rk tischen K ontinent (66° S.) a uf eine Breite von 38° S. 
wurde mit Hilfe eines expliziten hydrodynamischen Modcllcs und eines erweitcrten, zweidimensiona len 
Abschmelzmodelles simulier t. Es zeigt sich , dass zumeist Nenn-Schleppbeschleunigungen von mehr a ls 
2 X 10- 5 m s- , benot igt we rden, urn Eis u bel' d iesc Strecke zu befordcrn ; del' geringstc Encrgieverbrauch 
ergibt sich bei etwa 10- 4 m s- '. Ungeschutz te E isberge konnten mit cinem Nutzeffekt von ca . 50o ~ in 38° 
sudlichcr Brcite gebrach t werden, doch del' Vcrfa ll in warm en Gewassern wlirde einem Schutz fur la ngere 
Strecken erfordern. Di e Schlepp-Simula tion erwies sich als empfindlich gegen Nord-Sud-Komponenten d el' 
M eeresstrome, gegen die G esa mtlange des Schlcppweges und die Verfa llsra tc der Eisberge. Anstrengungen 
zur Lokalisierung geeigneter E isberge im Gebiet zwischen 50° und 60° Sud und zur besscren K enntnis d el' 
wechselnden Stromungsmuster im Sudlichen Ozean wa ren ebenso wertvoll wie die K e nntnis des Mechan is
mus und d el' Geschwind ig keit des Verfalls von E isbergcn in wa rmen Gewassern . 

N OMENCLA T URE 

A projected or wetted a rea (m2) 
CD form drag coefficient (dimensionless) 
Cr skin-friction coefficient (dimensionl ess) 
CL lift coefficient (dimensionless) 
E specific towing effort (N s kg- I) 
F external force on iceberg (N) 
f Coriolis parameter Q sin cp (S- I) 
H height of iceberg (m ) 
kc Coriolis coeffi cien t (dimensionless) 
k i added mass coefficient (dimensionless) 
L length dimension of iceberg (m) 

M mass of iceberg (kg) 
S factor sensitivi ty (dimensionless) 

* It is with much regret that the International Glaciological Society has learnt of the death on 30 O ctober 1978 
of J . G. J ob, a few days a fter correcting the proofs of this paper. 
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velocity of wind (m s- ') 
x coordina te (m ) 
y coordinate (m ) 
height above sea surface (m) 
angle between iceberg y-axis and direction of motion of iceberg 
angle between direction of iceberg motion and north 
angle between towing pull and iceberg y -axis 
angular velocity of earth (7.29 X 10- 5 rad s- ') 
la ti tude angle 
fluid density (kg m - 3 ) 

angle between wind direction a nd north 

Subscripts 

a r efers to a ir 
w refers to wetted a rea 

W l refers to wind 
x denotes forces or velocities in the x-direction, lengths or a reas projected on the 

x-direction and coefficients relevant to x-direction motion 
y denotes forces or velocities in the y -direction, lengths or areas projected on the 

y -direction and coeffi cients relevant to y -direction motion 

I NTRODUCTION 

Considerable interest in the possibility of utilizing Antarctic icebergs for water supply 
to coastal regions has been generated by the work of W eeks a nd Campbell ( 19 73) and also 
by Hul t and Ostra nder (1973). The latter authors studied a hypothetical tow of large, 
insulated iceberg trains from the Antarctic to southern California . Their assumption of 
effective insulation o'r the icebergs essentially eliminated d eterioration through melting a nd 
calving from their a nalysis, so that hydrod ynamic considerations were dominant in their 
simulation . However, the technology of insulation is arguably the most problematic aspect 
of the whole operation, so that the a lternative approach of towing unprotected icebergs needs 
to be fully evalua ted. On the other ha nd, W eeks and Campbell (1973) did model such an 
operation, where unprotected icebergs were towed to destinations in the southern hemisphere, 
but a number of importa nt factors in iceberg deterioration w ere not included in their model. 
Since the viability of a towing operation would be dramatically affected by the total rate of 
ablation of the iceberg, i t is important to estimate this rate with reasonable accuracy. 

The work reported here includes the important melting mechanisms of bubble-assisted 
natura l convection a nd wave attack, and accounts for the effects of non-uniform melting . 
In addition, wave radiation stresses and Coriolis forces were explicitly included in the force 
bala nce which determines the velocity of the iceberg. The inclusion of such factors makes very 
significant differences to the resultant calculated ice delivery and energy consumption. 

The general towing trajectory studied is approximately equivalent to tha t studied by 
Weeks and Campbell , but a simplified environmental regime has been specified which gives 
rise to a quasi-one-dimensional trajectory. This makes it possible to isolate the sensitivity of 
the ice delivery results from each of the important environmental factors, and from the 
assumptions concerning the fluid dynamics of the motion of the iceberg a nd the heat transfer 
to it. 

G ENERAL DYNAMIC MODEL 

The motion of the iceberg is modelled by the following force balance written in component 
form: 
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x direction: 

) 1 directi on: 

N/ ( I + kiy) Y = Fy(t) - 2 Mkcxf x - E- [j{CDyAxljl + CrAw (x2 + f ) ~} ±CLxAyX2]. 
2 

The terms on the rig ht-hand side a re, in order, the sum of a ll externa l forces (wind , wave, 
a nd towing force) independent of the motion of the iceberg, the Corio lis force, form drag, 
skin friction drag, a nd normal (lift) fo rces. 

A number of assumptions a re implicit in the writing of such a dynamic model. The most 
importan t ones a re : 

(i) The motion can be described by a Coriolis-induced perturbation to a conven tiona l 
high-Rossby-num ber dynamic model. 

(ii ) The motion is translationa l but without rotation, where the velocity of the iceberg 
with respect to the water can be represented b y a single transla tion vector. 

(iii) The Coriolis force can be written unam biguo usly in terms of the relative ve locity of 
the iceberg with respec t to water, and is m odifi ed by an empirical coeffi cient k c . 

(iv) The whole of the att itude-dependent effects o n hydrodynamic drag can be a bsorbed 
by considering the drag components to a rise from the corresponding velocity com
ponent a nd a constant drag coefficient. 

Simplification of the model 

The equations can be integrated b y a ny norma l stepwise procedure, but, with a necessaril y 
ma ll time step, excess ive computer time is required for the simula tion of a long towing path. 

The steady-sta te equations a re obta ined by equating accelerations to zero. The assumption 
of steady winds (a function of latitude onl y) is consistent with the use of a steady-state model. 

T he coordinate axes can be oriented as required , a nd the orienta tion which achieves the 
greatest simplification is one which is fixed with respect to a n axis of the iceberg, thus m a king 
the drag coefficients independent of the orientat ion of the iceberg. The assumption tha t t he 
iceberg has two pla nes of symmetry perpendicular to the -9 plane has the convenience tha t 
the lift coefficients a l'e zero, as defined. The most suitable plan form with these properties 
is a n ellipse, but the assumption of other forms (e.g. a rectangle) would not affect ma rkedly 
the results obtained . 

!::JjJecification of environmental forces 

T he direct wind force was specified as follows: 
H 

Fwi x = :a sin (e+ x- ,8)[L yCDax Isin (e+ ex. - ,8) I J VZ 2 d z + CfaAwa] , 

o 

I-I 

Fwi y = :a cos (e+ ex. - ,8)[L x C Day Icos (e + ex. - ,8) I J VZ 2 d z + CfaAwa], 

o 

where Vz = V1o(Z/ 10) 117, ex. = tan- I (x/ ]I ), and the various angles a re positive as shown 
in Figure I . 
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Fig. 1. The iceberg in its frame of riference for the dynamic model. 

The wave force was calculated as that arising from the reflection of the waves of a fully 
risen sea from the vertical face of an iceberg, including the effect of a wavelength spread 
(personal communication from K. T. SpiIlane) . This was modified by an arbitrary latitude
dependent factor to allow for the effects of sea ice and the inconstancy of wind direction: 

Fwave x = 0'38LyV4 sin ( fJ + IX - {3 ) Isin (fJ + IX-{3) I, 
Fwave y = - 0·38LyV4cos ( fJ + IX - {3) lcos ( fJ + IX - {3 ) I· 

It is interesting to note that on the above estimates, the wave radiation force becomes com
parable with the direct wind force at wind velocities over 10 m s- r. The mean wind used 
in the towing simulations was obtained by taking a zonal average of wind data from all 
sources between 700 E. and 1500 E. longitude, as reported by Eyre ( 1972). 

Although the general circumpolar current has a marked easterly transport there are 
probably significant circulatory motions with a time scale of weeks or months, and an actual 
towing operation may well be able to pick significant favourable currents to provide a natural 
northerly component to the motion . Nevertheless, it was assumed in this simulation that 
there was in fact no meridional component, so that transport was neither helped nor hindered 
by the general ocean circulation. 

The specification of drag coefficients and other important shape-related factors is not 
straightforward, since the available information is sparse and somewhat equivocal. Job 
([cI978] ) has discussed this topic in its application to the present simulation. The form drag 
coefficients CD assumed are in the range 0.35 to 0.9 depending on shape, the friction drag 
coefficients Cr in the range 0.002 to 0.006, and the Coriolis coefficients kc in the range 0.6 

to 1.3. 
When the appropriate coefficients, environmental forces , and towing force are inserted 

into the dynamic model, the resulting equations can generally be solved by an iterative 
process for the velocity components with respect to the mean current, x andj. This solution 
requires the arbitrary specification of either the orientation of the iceberg or the direction of 
the resultant velocity of the iceberg, in order to fix the system in a geographical fra me of 
reference. 

The pseudo-one-dimensional trajectory allows the convenient specification of the direction 
of motion with respect to the current, i.e. due north. On occasion, where the winds were 
unfavourable and the towing force small, a simple northward motion was not possible, and a 
search had to be made for other possible directions which had a significant northerly com
ponent of motion. 
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I CEBERG MELTING AND D E TERIORATION 

In towing an unprotected iceberg, the rates of ablation and calving a re critical in the 
d etermina tion of whether significant quantiti es of ice will be d elivered. Previous a uthors have 
confined their attentions to a n ablation m echanism of turbulent, forced-convective hea t 
transfer to a homogeneous plane surface, a mechanism which is fairly well understood. 

The important mechanisms of deterioration which can be foreseen are: 

(i) Turbulent, forced-convection ablation of the bottom and immersed portions of the 
sides due to the n e t motion of the iceberg through still water, enhanced by surface 
macro-roughness or waviness. 

(ii) Buoyancy-induced natural convection along the sides, enhanced by the buoyancy 
of a ir bubbles rel eased along with the melting ice. 

(iii) Undercutting of the sides by wave action, followed by top calving. 
(iv) Subsurface calving due to the upthrust on large underwater shelves formed by other 

a blation mecha nisms. 
(v) Differential melting along cracks or low-density planes in the iceberg, leading to 

further ca lving. 
(vi) Convection caused by wallowing and possible overturning following a large calving 

event. 
(vii) Top melting by interception of solar radiation and convection with the atmosphere. 

(viii) Possible break-up of the iceberg due to thermal stresses induced following calving 
in warm waters. 

The influence of the several melting m echanisms is a lso further complicated by two 
important fac tors. These are the markedly lower density of the ice in the upper portion of the 
berg (Crary and others, 1962, p . 115), and the uncertainty regarding the likely salinity profile 
in rhe water close to the ice surface. This las t factor affects both the effective temperature 
difference which drives the h eat transfer, and the magnitude of the buoyancy forces which 
drive the strong natural convection. 

Turbulent forced convection was modelled using the well-known Eckert and Drake Rat 
plate correlation (Eckert a nd Drake, 1959, p. 2(5), after modification for surface waviness 
(Ash ton , 1972), initial ice temperature, and finite interfacial velocity (Vanier and Tien, (968) . 

WATE R 

LEV el 

11 I I I I I 
20 40 60 80 100 

Scale , me tres 

Fig. 2. Recession o.f the side .face o.f an iceberg for a typical simulated tow. (4 km2 equi-dillle/lsio/Zal iceberg at 5 X 10- 5 III S - 2 

nominal towing acceleration. ) Profiles are plotted at time iTlteruals of 5 X [ 05 s. 
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Fig. 3. Velociry trajectory and y ield for a rypical simulated tow. (1 km' equi-dimensiollal iceberg at .5 X 10- ;:711 S-' nOlllinal 
towing acceleration. ) T ransit time was 63 d. 

Natura l convection was m odelled using a well-established correlation (M cAdams, '954, 
p. 17'2 ) where the effec tive buoyancy contribution was modified by the presence of air bubbles 
(Konsetov, 1966). The influence of these bubbles on the Prandtl number of the sea-water 
was also included (Batchelor, 1967, p. '253)' Wave action was modell ed crudely by considering 
the m elting action as approximated by forced convection corresponding to the induced swash 
velocities which can be estimated to prevail. Top calving was assumed to take place con
currently with this undercutting at the water line. The other five deterioration mechanisms 
listed above were not included in this simula tion. 

It is clear that the effects of low ice density in the upper parts of the berg, of buoyancy 
induced by the released air bubbles, of wave action, and of the vertical temperature gradien t 
in the surrounding water, combine to produce a concentra ted attack along the sides of the 
upper parts of the iceberg. It was therefore essentia l to model iceberg ablation as a func tion 
of depth. The development of a wave-cut platform introduces further complications, since 
the direc tion of abla tion, being normal to the ice surface, is no longer horizontal on the sides . 
The effectiveness of natura l convection is a lso influenced by surface inclination (L1oyd a nd 
others, 197'2) . 

The recession of the profile of an iceberg resulting from these combined influences is 
presented for a typical simu lation run in Figure '2. The corresponding yield and northward
tow velocities are shown in Figure 3. It is noteworthy that the rate of mass loss calcula ted 
here is many times greater than tha t obtained by considering forced convection a lone, and is 
roughly comparable with that observed by Kollmeyer (1966). 

TOWING SIMULATION 

The formulation of the equations of motion in terms of the iceberg velocity with resp ect 
to the current suggests an important simplification for the towing route. A constant bearing 
can be taken for this velocity with respect to the current, and any current component in this 
direction added. This a ll ows environmental conditions (wind and current speed and direction, 
and sea temperature) to b e specified simply as functions of latitude, and the sensitivity of the 
total ice delivery to variations from the standard condition to be easily isolated. This is one 
way of handling the large number of variables which need to be included. 
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The simulation has been performed for transport from 66° S. to 38° S . latitude, cOI-res
ponding to a possible des tination on the sou thern coast of Australia . The results may therefore 
be directl y compared with those of Weeks and Campbell ( 1973) . 

The towing operation was assumed to be performed at constant power, which is slightly 
different from the constant thrust assumption of previous workers. For a certain combination 
-of assumptions regarding initial iceberg size and shape, towing power, a nd environmental 
and other factors, the heig ht out of water and the shape coefficients were calculated, and the 
velocity of the iceberg was computed (assumed constant for the standard time in terval of 
5 X 104 S ( 13.9 h)) . After each time interva l, melting decrem ents over the vertical profile and 
the undersurface were calculated, and the iceberg mass, flotation level, and all shape coeffi
cients were recalculated. When the destination latitude was reached, the ice yield and energy 
consumption parameters were calcula ted . 

I CE DELIVERY 

The result of most importance is the volume of ice d e livered as a func tion of iceberg size 
a nd towing force. Four sizes of iceberg were selected for examination: 1.5, 4, 7, and 10 km2 
·of initia l plan area, and two different shapes were used: equi-dimensional (circular plan) 
and a 3 : I elliptical plan. This is the lower pa rt of the range studied by W eeks and Campbell 
(1973) who considered icebergs up to 100 km2 initial plan area. 

'.S 

,.S 

Towin g forc e . N ewt o ns 

Fig. 4. Quantity oj ice delivered Jrom three initial sizes oJ iceberg 10 km', 4 km' , alld 1.5 km' plan area, corres/londing to 
1.96 km3 , 0.78 km), and 0.29 km3 water equivalent res/lectively, and two sha/les, as a jUlI.ction oJ meau towillg Jorce. 
The effect 011 ice delivery oJ a ± 30% variation in total meltiug rale is shown. 
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A number of values of tug power were used, generally in the range 50 to I 000 MVV, 
corresponding approximately to the range 5 to 100 MN (500 to 10 0 0 0 tons) of towing pulL 
This compares with the range 2 to 20 M N which was considered by Weeks and Campbell. 
It was found necessary to use such large towing forces because lesser forces gave rise to severa l 
problems. These included poor performance under unfavourable winds a t high latitudes and 
iceberg insta bility arising from excessive melting during the later part of the j ourney. 

A useful m easure of towing effect is the " nominal towing acceleration", d efined here as. 
the ratio of the time mean of the towing force divided by the initial mass of the iceberg . 
Values of towing acceleration less than about 2 .5 X 10- 5 m S- 2 were not useful for the journey 
from 66° S. Considera tion of the likely wind and wave forces under gale conditions and the 
possibility tha t an adverse current may have to be headed at times, suggests that this accelera
tion would be a minimum r equirement. This corresponds to the sugges tion by Weeks and 
Campbell ( 1973) tha t a desira ble minimum towing force would be that capable of mainta ining 
a towing velocity of 0. 25 m s- I. 

The bold central lines in F igure 4 indicate the gross quantities of ice tha t could be delivered 
under the central assumptions of the m odel for three of the iceberg sizes . T he simula tion 
predicts tha t the proportion of the origina l iceberg which is delivered is a strong function of 
the towing force. This result is in contradic tion to the results of Weeks a nd C ampbell , who
found that the percentage yield was almos t independent of the towing force. T he difference 
arises from the fact that the principal ablation mechanisms modelled here a re essentia ll y 
independent of the iceberg velocity. On the o ther hand, the conclusion that the percentage 
yield is no t a strong function of the initial size a nd shape is in general agreem ent wi th Weeks 
and Campbell , a t least over the range of size studied here. 

Figure 4 also shows the effect on ice delivery of varying the assumptions which determi ne' 
the overa ll mel ting ra te, by + 30% and - 30% respectively. T his varia tion m a kes a drastic 
difference to the ice delivery, which emphasizes the need for a realistic prediction of deteriora
tion ra tes. In a simila r m a nner, the ice d elivery under varyi ng assumptions of form drag 
coefficients, Coriolis coefficients, towing distance, and m eridional current component were 
computed , a nd the results a re analysed in terms of a "sensitivity factor" in a la ter section. 

T OWING E F FORT AND ENER G Y CONSUMPTION 

The assessment of a scheme of this nature depends essen tia ll y upon the estimation of 
technical feasibility and economic viabili ty. T he predictions of ice delivery volumes for 
differen t towing forces as presented in the previous section a re relevant to the assessment of 
the technical feasibility. F rom the point of view of economics, the most impor tant single fa ctOl" 
is the unit cost of water delivery, including conversion and shore facili ties. T he towi ng costs 
are clearl y a n important par t of this unit cos t, a nd they have been estima ted in previous work 
(Weeks a nd Campbell , 19 73 ; Hul t and O strander, 1973). A com plete economic a nalysis of the 
towing stage is however hardly justified at this stage, given the approxima te state of Olll"" 

knowled ge. It is also m a rkedly affected by assumptions r egarding in terest rates, fu el costs,. 
and the like, which are external to the study. 

On the other hand, considera tion of the cost components involved indicate tha t the energy
consumed per unit of ice d elivered is of centra l importa nce, since many cos ts a re directly 
proportiona l to the specific energy consumption. T he energy consumption is however, 
markedly a ffected by the effi ciency of the towing method employed. T he essential difficul ty 
of the pa r ticula r iceberg towing opera tion can be isolated by calcula ting a "specific towing' 
effort " E , defined here as the time-mean product of towing force and time, divided by the' 
mass of ice delivered, in units of N s kg- I. Having estimated the value of E for a particular' 
towing job, this can be simply converted to a specific energy consumption by multipying by 
the power-to- thrust ra tio appropriate to th e type of towing appara tus employed. This ra tio· 
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has values of around IOW N - r for conven tional tugs . If desired, an a ll-up unit-energy cost 
-can be a pplied to this specific energy consumption to ob tain an estima te of the uni t del ivery 
cos t of ice. Some results are presen ted in this way in F igure 5, and this m a kes clear severa l 
jmporta n t poin ts: 

(i) For the trip from 66° S., ther e is a well-defined optimal towing force for each size 
a nd shape, which minimizes the total towing effort per uni t m ass of ice delivered . 
T his optima l towing acceleratio n is in the regio n of 10- 4 m S- 2. 

(ii ) T he elonga ted iceberg sha pe is considerably m ore effi cient tha n the equi-dimensiona l 
shape, bu t the difference is less significant for the la rger sizes. 

(iii ) V ery much less effort is required to tow icebergs from 50° S. , a nd the specific towing 
effort drops o ff continuously a s the towing accelera tion is reduced . The results for 
very low towing accelera tions a re only of academic interest because of the requirem ent 
for effective control under a d verse conditions. 

C IRCU LA R 

3 :1 ElLI PTIC AL -------

~ 6 7 I 9
10

- 4 

Nom inal towing acce le rat io n , m S- 2 

!Fig. 5. "Specific lowing efforl required/or lhe delivery of ice 1038° S./rom 66° S. and 50° S . for lwo inilial iceberg sizes and 
lwo shapes as a fimclioll of lhe nominal lowing acceleralion. 

t<:;)\,ER-ALL SENSITI VITY F ACTO RS 

A va ria nce ana lysis could be used to separate out the importa n t va ria bles and their 
il1leractions, but a hig hl y simplified a pproach is presen ted here. A sensitivity fac tor S is 
defined for a set of standard conditions of all parameters (except pa rameter P) by the 
following: 

·where E , a nd E2 are the lower and hig her values of the specific towing e ffort, and P, a nd Pz 
.are the lower and higher values of the para meter P respectively. Sensitivity factors have been 
.ca lculated for the sta ndard condition of a n equi-dimensional iceberg with a nominal towing 
:accelera tion of 5 X 10- 5 m S- 2 (T able I ) . 
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TABLE J. CALCULATED SENSIT'VITY FACTORS FOR VARIOUS PARAMETER AND 

ICEBERG AREA CHANGES 

Initial SCIlsitivi!y Mean 
Parameter varied iceberg area factor SCllsitiviry factor 

km2 
Coriolis 1.5 0.4 1 

coefficients 4 0·74 
10 0.9 1 0.69 

Form drag 1.5 1.22 
coeffi cient 4 0.28 

10 0.08 0·53 
M elting rate 1.5 3.06 

4 1.08 
10 0·44 1.53 

Towing distance 1.5 2·33 
4 1. 69 

10 1.69 1.90 
lVl eridional current 1. 5 12·7 

component 4 2·44 
10 1.77 5.64 

Towing 1.5 0.52 
acceleration 4 0.1 1 

10 0. 30 0.31 

Some important conclusions follow from such an analysis. C urrent, towing distance, and 
melting rate each have a disproportionately great effect on the towing effort . It is clear from~ 

th is that it would be very worthwhile to expend considera ble effort in locating icebergs well 
north of the Antarctic continent when a tow to 38° S. is under con sideration. A g reater know
ledge of actua l curren ts a t the time of the tow could be of great assistance ifit is possib le to avo id 
unfavourable regions and to take advantage of favo urable northward currents. I t is a lso vit a l 
to obtain better information on the behaviour a nd deterioration of icebergs in warm seas. 

MS. received [9 D ecember [977 
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